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“Thinking Like a Person”: A Filial Perspective on 
the Career of Helen M. Ingram

Mrill Ingram and Maia Ingram

What ignites a career? Where does someone find the determination 
to buck the status quo and push into territory few others travel? These 
are significant questions to ponder about Dr. Helen Ingram’s career, 
which includes many “firsts” and “onlys.” As her daughters we have a 
special perspective on that professional life—intimate, but very partial. 
We share our knowledge and memories here in celebration and respect, 
valuing especially the new insights that this writing process has inevitably 
generated. This essay has created an opportunity to remark on the 
exceptional drive, creativity, and generosity with which we have observed 
our mother as a role model, an adviser, and a collaborator.

from the garden of the gods

Helen Moyer Hill Ingram grew up in Colorado Springs, Colorado, in 
a house near the Garden of the Gods. At the time, this was the “wrong 
side” of town, but Helen had told her father that she wanted a pony. When 
the family was looking for a new house, he found a place near the canyons 
with trails wandering by juniper trees and red rock sculptures. It was lovely 
country for Helen and her sister Mary to explore on horseback. When 
they weren’t out riding, the girls participated in a variety of other activities 
including 4-H, sewing, and community theater performances (there was 
a lot of square and tap dancing and sewing costumes). 

But above all, Helen loved high school debate. She has talked often 
of her debate friends and the senior-year debate topic, “Resolved: The 
House Un-American Activities Committee Should Be Abolished.” She 
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and her partner won at the state level even though they were arguing 
the negative. 

Perhaps it was that combination of growing up experiencing the magic 
of western landscapes as well as the power of words that helped lay the 
foundation for a career dedicated to writing and speaking about many 
dimensions of water in the West.

Helen’s father, Oliver Weldon Hill, made a living as a traveling beauty 
supply salesman, and her mother, Hazel Margaret Wickard, had been a 
schoolteacher before marriage, and was very active in the community. 
Helen describes her family as very political—not ideological, but always 
interested in the process through which democratic decisions happen. 
Her father also instilled in her a deep ambition and sense of her potential 
to be a success. Asked about how she made her many career decisions, 
especially to keep moving into what was at the time the very male-
dominated arenas of academic political science, Helen offered: “I didn’t 
think of myself as a woman. I thought of myself as a person.” 

After graduating from high school (perhaps distracted by the debate 
club) Helen allowed herself to be guided toward Cottey College in 
Missouri. The choice was suggested by a relative and approved by perhaps 
overprotective parents. After a single enervating year at a school that she 
remembers as preparing young women to be good wives, however, Helen 
went to visit a guidance counselor. The counselor eventually told her, 
“You just need to be somewhere else.” 

That somewhere else turned out to be Oberlin College, which she 
chose after reading that it was the first college to admit women and 
integrate black students. Helen thrived at Oberlin, loving the opportunity 
to be “serious.” She settled on government as a major, and took the 
“Washington Semester” at American University where students from 
many colleges gathered for seminars with elected political leaders and 
administrative officials. Helen wrote her final paper on Congress and the 
appropriations process. Her most successful one-on-one interview was 
with a subcommittee chairman who was a great critic of the State 
Department. Her experience as an interviewer provided tools she would 
use in her fieldwork on policy actors for decades to come.

After Oberlin she aimed her sights on a fellowship program at 
Columbia University to study metropolitan affairs. An Oberlin professor 
of Helen’s wrote to a contact at Columbia inquiring about the program. 
The response came back that the Columbia administrators were “very 
disappointed” in their experience with women because so few of those 
accepted were sticking with the program. Helen responded by writing 
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a letter to the administrator of Columbia’s program, restating her 
commitment to study, that she did not intend to get married, and that 
even if she did she would not let that influence her dedication to being 
a political scientist. At the time this was a radical statement, and the 
secretary at Columbia who had opened the letter told her that she was 
rather shocked by it.

Helen was accepted.

starting a dissertation—and a family

Columbia was a challenge—it was a 3-year doctoral program, and she 
did not pause on the way to get a master’s degree. Also, while there were 
a few other women in the fellowship program, she was the only one 
admitted that year. In addition, much of the other students’ work was 
very quantitative, different from her own institutional and historical 
orientation. But Helen remained determined.

She met her first husband, another Columbia fellow, Jeffrey James 
Coleman Ingram, in 1959. She and Jeff married in December 1960 and 
Helen was soon expecting. She remembers calling the doctor’s office, 
and upon hearing the news of her pregnancy, resting her forehead against 
the glass of the phone booth and thinking, “I can do this. I can do this.” 

Mrill was born in the fall of 1961, when Helen was still facing her 
oral exams. She likes to joke about the flat place on the top of her elder 
daughter’s head created by the weight of all the books rested there so 
she could read as she held the infant.

Helen left Columbia ABD (all but dissertation) and set out writing 
her dissertation on urban housing policy on a portable typewriter on 
picnic tables in campgrounds across the West, as she and Jeff explored 
various places they might live. They settled in Santa Fe for a few years, 
and Maia was born in 1964. Jeff worked in Los Alamos and commuted 
while she remained home with her girls. 

From 1962 to 1969 Helen was an assistant professor at the department 
of political science in Albuquerque, at the University of New Mexico. 
Her teaching duties along with time for family continued to prevent 
Helen from completing her dissertation. At one point the family decided 
to take a summer “off ” and retreat to the mountains so Helen could 
focus on writing. Maia remembers a tent with a dirt floor and Helen 
pounding away on a typewriter. Helen remembers the frustration of 
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trying to get work done and watching two young girls while her husband 
was off hiking for the day. She has written about this point in her career, 
stating, “It was nothing short of a miracle that I managed to complete 
a Ph.D. with small children and teaching 3 or 4 classes each semester, 
each with hundreds of beginning students in packed lecture halls.” 

She did finish, however, and received her PhD in public law and 
government from Columbia University in 1967. At this point Helen 
and Jeff decided to adopt a son, and Seth joined the family. Helen cast 
about in search of funding for postdoctoral research until, inspired by 
the Southwest and her husband’s work with the Sierra Club in fighting 
the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation plans to dam the Grand Canyon, she 
wrote a grant to study policy making, water resources, and the 
congressional battle over the dam. The small grant she received from 
the New Mexico Water Resources Center allowed her to travel to 
Washington, D.C., and interview most of the significant legislative and 
administrative actors. She also referenced Jeff ’s files and the archive 
Congressman Morris Udall sent to the University of Arizona Library 
Special Collections. The results were published in a monograph, Patterns 
of Politics in Water Resource Development: A Case Study of New Mexico’s 
Role in the Colorado River Basin Bill (University of New Mexico, 1969). 
That project helped set the stage for the next 30 years of research on 
water resources and politics in the Southwest. Mrill likes to point out to 
anyone interested that both her parents can be found in the index to 
Marc Reisner’s definitive book on western water, Cadillac Desert (Viking 
Penguin, 1986).

In 1969 the family decided to move to Massachusetts so Jeff could 
work for MIT in Cambridge. Helen became staff political scientist/
consultant at the National Water Commission in Washington, D.C., 
commuting weekly from their house in Ipswich to the nation’s capital. 
Helen has some telling stories from that time, working as a woman and 
a social scientist in a field dominated by male hydrologists. She remembers 
a male attendee at a conference in Washington, D.C., saying to her, “You 
must have some husband. I’d NEVER be able to drag my wife to one 
of these meetings.”

At another point she registered for a workshop and checked the box 
next to “Women’s Program,” which was a much cheaper option. It 
turned out that the women’s program was a separate set of activities 
designed to entertain wives of husbands attending the conference. Later, 
a colleague told her, “It took us three meetings to figure out how to tell 
you that you weren’t a woman.”
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Even while pursuing research and writing, and busting gender barriers 
in academia, however, Helen continued to practice the homemaking 
activities she spent so much time on growing up: sewing her daughters’ 
matching dresses and baking all the family’s bread. 

returning west—making it a Better Place

In 1972 Helen landed a tenure-track position at the University of 
Arizona’s Department of Political Science and the family returned to 
the Southwest in 1972. Her interests turned away from Washington-
based decision makers and toward the inequitable treatment of real-life 
water users. She has described her book Water and Poverty in the Southwest 
(F. Lee Brown and Helen M. Ingram, University of Arizona Press, 1987) 
as “the book of which I am most proud, addressing the failure of Western 
water policy to adequately address the water needs of Native Americans 
and rural Hispanics and meaningfully include them in decision making.” 

These themes of equity and participation Helen would revisit over 
and over in the coming years. In particular she championed the emotional 
and symbolic attachments to water, which are often neglected in favor 
of the more easily quantified instrumental values. She continues to feel 
that the relationship of water to equity and civil society has generally 
been neglected. Mrill remembers being with Helen and meeting Bruce 
Babbitt, then governor of Arizona, at some point in the late 1970s. She 
was overcome with teenage embarrassment when Helen buttonholed 
the governor, asking him repeatedly, “What about the Indians? What 
about their water? What are you going to do?”

Helen was the first female political scientist in the department, and 
she did not find a lot in common with most other political scientists at 
the University of Arizona, although there were exceptions such as 
Lawrence (Larry) Scaff and, later, Jeanne Clark. She did find synergy 
with people in other departments, including Bill Martin in Agricultural 
Economics, Ted Roefs and Tom Maddock in Hydrology, and Mary 
Doyle in Law. As the director of the Institute for Government Research, 
she sponsored conferences on energy development and other subjects, 
involving researchers from a wide variety of disciplines who became a 
network of university friends. 

Mrill remembers her mother with small groups of people in their 
family room, sitting at a table covered in yellow legal pads and Coors 
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tallboys. Helen was proud of the large callus on her writing hand, saying, 
“That’s what you get when you push a pencil for a living.” Maia remembers 
drinking sarsaparilla and eating peanuts while conversations about politics, 
both of the nation and of the university, swirled around her. 

As Helen became more established in her career she turned her 
attention to assisting other women who were beginning to move into 
the university with varying degrees of success. “Up until that point I’d 
really resisted the categorization “woman,” she said. “Why didn’t people 
think that a woman could participate?” But facing persistent bias and 
especially a dramatic wage gap, Helen became much more activist about 
the need for administrative action to support women on campus. Mrill 
remembers animated conversations over dinners between women of 
diverse disciplines across the University of Arizona, and Helen organizing 
women professors to demand equal pay for their work. Ultimately, she 
was among a group of women who forced a gender equity salary review 
that resulted in big raises for many. 

Helen was also very dedicated to graduate students, and several became 
like family members. Both daughters remember that the people in their 
lives growing up—Scott Ullery, Bob McCain, Nancy Laney, Suzanne 
Fiederlein, and Dorotha Bradley—were among Helen’s graduate students. 
These were people she mentored, helping them figure out how to work 
in the community and to make a difference in the world, as well as to 
stand up for themselves as academic professionals. 

a master networker

Many people, both Helen’s students and her family members, have 
benefited from Helen’s advice. She is a masterful adviser, able to listen 
to people from many different backgrounds talk about their ideas and 
their desires, and to offer concrete suggestions for taking next steps. 
When Maia returned from a year abroad in Ecuador in search of a next 
step, Helen suggested she have a conversation with a public health 
colleague with whom Helen had worked on issues of the U.S.-Mexico 
border. This personal connection became the driving origin of Maia’s 
public health career. 

The Udall name was a talisman for Helen. Not only were the files of 
Morris K. Udall at the University of Arizona library critical to the research 
for her first book, but being appointed acting and then permanent 
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director of the Udall Center was her biggest academic breakthrough. 
The Udall Center provided her a venue to expand her interdisciplinary 
research agenda and extend her interest in water to the international 
arena. Helen’s success at the Udall Center from 1988 to 1996 was due, 
at least in part, to her peaceful and happy home life with her present 
husband, W. David Laird. Her practice of hosting her first grandson, 
Emlyn, once a week continued at the Udall Center where he stashed a 
boxload of toys. The opportunities for building networks expanded 
through the Udall Fellows program and collaborative research. 

Helen shared her interest in the U.S.-Mexico border with many 
collaborators, and her interest took many different directions including a 
Sense of Place project funded by a Ford Foundation grant, working with 
academics and nonprofits on exploring a broad sense of the border. Her 
collaborative book Divided Waters: Bridging the U.S.-Mexico Border (Helen 
Ingram, Nancy K. Laney, and David M. Gillilan, University of Arizona 
Press, 1995) chronicled the history of water in the nearby border 
community of Ambos Nogales to explore myriad binational issues of 
management of natural resources, shared infrastructure, cross-border 
contamination, and endangered habitats. Later, she collaborated with her 
daughter-in-law Gwynn (Wendy) Laird Benner, who had a great deal of 
experience with border environmental affairs, on a project funded by the 
Southwestern Foundation directed by Dianne Bret Harte. Together they 
interviewed forty-seven border researchers and activists to discover that 
while they were united in their love of the Sonoran Desert and talked 
about it in very similar narratives, their informants shared little in terms 
of nationality, race, discipline, or ideology. Border networkers told them 
that their best experiences came from excursions into the field where they 
learned from each other how to interpret objects from the perspectives 
of anthropologists, ethnobotanists, geologists, geographers, and 
environmental historians. Despite the hot political rhetoric and the erection 
of physical barriers, the Sonoran Desert was unified common ground. 

Helen’s success at publications and attracting grants resulted in an 
offer to become the first woman in an endowed chair at the University 
of California at Irvine. Eligible for full retirement from the University 
of Arizona, she and David moved to Irvine in 1995 to become, 
respectively, Warmington Endowed Chair in Social Ecology and Internet 
bookseller. After five years of making new friends, and forging new 
collaborations, the desert’s irresistible attraction brought them back to 
Tucson for half of each year. Tucson became home base in the summer 
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and fall, and they hauled an Airstream trailer to the coast for winter and 
spring terms. Yearly migrations continued until 2007 when both Helen 
and David returned to Tucson to become Fellows at the Southwest 
Center at the University of Arizona. 

Mrill and Helen also collaborated on different projects. The first was 
a co-authored article on organic agriculture for a volume on social 
movements that Helen was co-editing, Routing the Opposition: Social 
Movements, Public Policy, and Democracy (University of Minnesota Press, 
2005). Mrill had recently completed her dissertation research on networks 
of knowledge in alternative agriculture. Their collaboration was rewarding 
for Mrill especially, for whom it opened doors into research on social 
movements and their impacts on policy. The resulting chapter, “Creating 
Credible Edibles: The Organic Agriculture Movement and the Emergence 
of U.S. Federal Organic Standards,” argued that emerging markets, 
citizen government advisory boards, and social movement actors’ 
strategies to gain credibility were all critical pieces in overcoming the 
“iron triangle” defining stasis in federal agricultural policy.

A second collaboration, along with Raul Lejano at New York University, 
involved a book on the role of narrative in defining and maintaining 
grassroots environmental groups. Helen and Raul, interested in writing 
a book on networks and policy making, approached Mrill in 2010 about 
contributing a chapter on organic agriculture networks. Mrill at the time 
had been thinking about narratives and networks, and the ensuing 
conversations about the book began to explore new territory. In particular, 
the three began to think about ways of theorizing how narratives might 
actually generate networks. The work of people like Jerome Bruner 
offered tools for narrative analysis that turned out to be useful in terms 
of analyzing networks of people involved in environmental action. Mrill 
was especially interested in the possibility of story for capturing the 
often-elusive nature of the links between humans and other beings and 
environmental actors. Resonating with Helen’s dedication to exploring 
the many values of water, narratives offered a way to begin to comprehend 
the diverse ways people understand and are motivated by the environments 
with which they interact. The book, by Raul, Mrill, and Helen, The Power 
of Narrative in Environmental Networks, was published by MIT Press 
in 2013. 

Mrill remembers the challenges of working across disciplines but also 
the satisfaction of enjoying their commonly held fascination with the 
improbable ways in which people organize themselves to get things done, 
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even in the face of adversity. The book champions the possibilities of the 
marginalized, by creating tools that fix on the creativity and determination 
that allow people outside of a formal policy system to identify and satisfy 
their needs.

As much as she has been fascinated by borders, Helen Ingram has 
rarely allowed them to constrain her. To the contrary, locating and 
building networks that span and bridge boundaries is clearly a more 
relevant theme. For her daughters, as well as for her colleagues, students, 
and others, she is a “can do” force. She provides an example through 
her own actions, and is also a strong supporter with good ideas and the 
willingness to make connections. We love her for pursuing a career “as 
a person” as well as a woman, for daring to colonize territories dominated 
by people more powerful, and for using her clout to speak up for the 
underrepresented. ✜


